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ART FAIR

W
hy travel all the way to Spain in the
middle of winter when you just
have to wait a few months to find
the top international galleries 
at Art Basel – in a springtime

ambiance, to boot? Despite a saturated offer, Arco
Madrid is confident that it will lure collectors from all
over the world to its 36th edition (22 to 26 February).
"Given that a fair opens almost every two weeks nowa-
days," says Arco director Carlos Urroz, "we need to
stand out a little, otherwise nobody will fly all the way
to see us." Arco fine-tunes its specificity through its
selection of galleries (200 this year) – including names
you won't necessarily see in Basel, Miami or New York –

and through its Latin identity. "It might seem obvious,
but Madrid is still a link between Europe and South
America." This means that a large number of Spanish-
speaking artists can be found at the fair. Since 2011,
when Carlos Urroz was appointed Arco's director, Latin
American tropism has dominated the event's geopoli-
tics, as witness its annual focus on a guest country –
2015 it was Colombia, and this year Argentina, with 12
Buenos Aires galleries carefully selected by curator
Inés Katzenstein. Worth noting are some abstract land-
scapes by the draughtsman Eduardo Stupía,
presented by the Jorge Mara Gallery, and "illegible
writings" by Mirtha Dermisache at Henrique Faria
Buenos Aires. Perharps a gauge of boldness (because
there is always a commercial risk), a third of the stands
will feature solo shows (Tomás Saraceno, Ignasi Aballí
and José María Sicilia) and duo exhibitions. The latter
sometimes create striking dialogues – for example,
between works by the controversial Viennese actionist
Hermann Nitsch and those of the young Korean mini-
malist Jong Oh at the stand of the Marc Straus Gallery
(NY). These are sure to attract the attention of head-

Arco Madrid
forges ahead

I ARCOmadrid, from 22 to 26 February, 
South Convention and Congress Centre, 
avenida Del Partenón, 5, 28042 Madrid, Spain. 
www.ifema.es/arcomadrid_01/
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